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Building and managing a diversified DGI portfolio:
Why dividends?

Annual dividends and annual RMD obligations – a match made in heaven.

Typical workflow, resources, and tools for:
Researching companies for adding to a watch list or trading shares
(initiating a new position, adding to, or shaving off shares).

Evaluating high-growth holdings for potential re-allocation of funds 
(Benner theorem).

Sources and timeframes for determining potential DGI holdings: 
Everywhere, anytime, day or night.

Personal goal: create a growing dividend income stream to satisfy 
– to  the maximum extent possible – annual RMD distributions 
with minimal liquidation of equities for as long as possible.



Investment approach applies to tax-deferred accounts (IRA, SEP, 
401K, 403B) – since focus is cash dividends to pay annual RMDs.

Sample portfolio is not personal portfolio. It is the MDI “Dividend 
Select Deferred Portfolio” from Morningstar’s Nov ‘17 newsletter.

27 equity holdings, prices as of Oct. 10, 2017 per Morningstar

For each stock, their listed “Current Price” is my assumed average cost 
(since Morningstar no longer reveals their average cost/share).

Cash balance has been dropped from “equity” portfolio (although RMD 
must include cash holdings in the end-of-year balance).

Share quantities are intentionally inflated by 11X to bring portfolio to a 
nominal $1M value to create a reasonable scenario for discussion.

As an active investor, I do trade – although I do not “day-trade.”
By choice, workflow has become a “ritual” activity (practice, learning, 
doing) in retirement. 

Daily monitoring of what’s happening in general, in sectors, and in 
specific companies – with time and energy for other activities.



Always have access to a computer, notebook, iPad or iPhone for 
accessing your tools for portfolio management and real-time 
trading anywhere, anytime.

However, this approach, workflow, types of resources and tools 
are not for everyone.

It’s not a “set it and forget it”
technique. It does require some
attention and management.

Dividend-yielding Index Funds and/or ETFs will produce a 
dividend income stream as cash to apply to annual RMDs –
although at a lower yield and with associated expenses/fees.

The “M” in RMD stands for “minimum” – so the approach 
discussed today means there is definitely room for seeing capital 
and portfolio growth as quality dividend stocks (of your 
choosing) grow their dividends each year.



Wall Street Journal (on-line and delivery)

Barron’s (on-line and delivery)

Seeking Alpha

Dividend Newsletters
Morningstar Dividend Investor (via OIF – see Al)

Simply Safe Dividends Intelligent Income (subscription)

Via Schwab real-time trading platform “StreetSmart Edge”
Morningstar Equity Analyst Report

Credit Suisse Research Report

Ned Davis Research Report

Argus Analyst Report

CFRA Stock Report

CNBC live market updates
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Schwab “StreetSmart Edge”
Go-to program for a complete picture of all holdings and watch lists

Real-time full-service trading platform

Portal access to newsfeeds, analyst reports, CNBC business channel

Level II access to bid & ask quotes as they are happening

Trade execution and confirmation

Full charting, multiple watch lists, sync’ing with mobile devices

Schwab brokerage website
Non-real-time full service brokerage website with access to news, 
metrics, financials, history, research reports, etc.

Simply Safe Dividends
Powerful toolset and up-to-date database for researching, building, and 
evaluating actual as well as hypothetical (what-if) DGI portfolios.

Like SSE, SSD automatically syncs with mobile devices and other 
computers.



Start with StreetSmart Edge (demo)
Look at portfolio(s) and watch list(s)

Sort on “% change from 52 wk low” – look for possibilities

Sort on “% change” (day) – look for possibilities

Look at candlestick chart for a story (1 yr, 6 mo, 3 mo, 1 mo)

Look at current trading range with respect to 52 wk high and low 

Look for current news

Look at volume

Consider Buffett: “Be greedy when others are fearful” – is it occurring? 

Look at SSE Research (ratings, earnings, summary, metrics) – use as 
portal to view Argus, Ned Davis, Morningstar etc. research reports

Examine metrics, forecasts, revenues, growth, P/E, dividends, dividend 
growth, etc.

Is it a good value? Any interest? Any action?

Initiate? Add to?



Start with Simply Safe Dividends (SSD)
DGI income research analysis, database, tools

SSD DGI Newsletter / Morningstar DGI Newsletter



https://www.simplysafedividends.com/dividend-aristocrats/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/dividend-aristocrats/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/dividend-kings-list/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/dividend-kings-list/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/10-year-dividend-growers/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/10-year-dividend-growers/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/20-year-dividend-growers/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/20-year-dividend-growers/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/buffetts-picks/
https://www.simplysafedividends.com/idea-lists/buffetts-picks/




Real-time streaming trading platform



Non-real-time
full service 
brokerage website 
with access to 
news, metrics, 
financials, history, 
research reports, 
etc.



Powerful tool and database for analysis and evaluation of DGI stocks

“Portfolio Analyzer” allows building multiple portfolios and easily perform 
“what-if” scenarios – before committing to trades

Updated nightly from Zacks

Analyses, research reports, and newsletter cover full spectrum of DGI stocks.





Portfolio (next slide) is the Morningstar “Dividend Select Deferred Portfolio” 
from the Nov ‘17 newsletter (11x shares)

Average share cost valuation based on 11/06/17 closing prices
Gain/loss valuation based on 11/07/17 closing prices









3-stock total dividends: $4,433.00

Assumption: MDI Portfolio balance is the 2017 year-end IRA(s) balance

Using Schwab’s RMD calculator to determine the RMD that must be made 
during 2018:

Would have 

been better to 

run analysis 

after 1/1/18



Contrast the RMD vs age with the 
projected annual dividend income from 
the MDI Dividend Select Deferred 
Portfolio over 5 years, 10 years –
assuming no further growth in shares 
and/or equity holdings.



Qualified dividends are taxed at the same lower rates as long-
term capital gains.

Nonqualified ordinary dividends, such as those paid by many 
real estate investment trusts (REITs), are taxed at ordinary 
income rates.

IRS allows for an "aggregation" of IRAs - they could care less 
which IRAs you take the distribution from - they just want you to 
withdraw at least the minimum amount.

Take your RMD from your best performing account or better yet 
any IRAs that have excess cash from accumulated dividends.

Knowing what your RMD is at the beginning of the year, set up 
automatic monthly transfers from your brokerage to your 
taxable account. At the end of the year, your RMD has been paid 
and you have created an additional stream of monthly income.




